## Rectorate

**Rector**

Friedrich Haushammer

### Offices for Regional Services

- **Research Services**
  - Edith Huber

- **Grant Acquisition**
  - Kerstin Kansteiner

- **Equality, Gender and Diversity**
  - Vivien Czop / Monica Greil

- **Quality Management and Tracking Enhancement**
  - Brigitte Hahn

- **Internal Audit**
  - Herbert Taus

### Service Centers

- **Service Center for International Relations**
  - Andrea Maria Simionovici

- **Service Center for Students**
  - Birgitta Milla

### Faculty of Health and Medicine

- **Department for Biomedical Research**
  - Stefan Rahner / Heinz Fischl

- **Center for Biomedical Technology**
  - Victoria Weber

- **Center for Experimental Medicine**
  - Michael Bernhard Fischer

- **Department for Evidence-Based Medicine and Evaluation**
  - Daniel Selinger / Ludwig Grill

### Division of Digitalisation

- Peter Parck

### Division of Finance, Human Resources and Legal Affairs

- Manuela Hanneshlick

### Division of Infrastructure

- Mario Rauchfellner
  - Facilities Management
  - Library and University Archives
  - Campus Kids
  - Campus Sports

### Division of Communication, Marketing and PR

- Stefan Tagl

### Service Center for Research Services

- Edith Huber

### Service Center for Grant Acquisition

- Kerstin Kansteiner

### Service Center for Equality, Gender and Diversity

- Vivien Czop / Monica Greil

### Service Center for Quality Management and Tracking Enhancement

- Brigitte Hahn

### Service Center for Internal Audit

- Herbert Taus

### Office for Research Services

- Edith Huber

### Office for Grant Acquisition

- Kerstin Kansteiner

### Office for Equality, Gender and Diversity

- Vivien Czop / Monica Greil

### Office for Quality Management and Tracking Enhancement

- Brigitte Hahn

### Office for Internal Audit

- Herbert Taus

### Department for Clinical Neurosciences and Preventive Medicine

- Michaela Pinter / Stefanie Auer

### Center for General Management

- Barbara Brenner / Anton Zeiner

### Department for Management and Economics

- Clemens Apf

### Center for Innovative Technology and Sensor Networks

- Hubert Brückl / Albert Treytl

### Center for Micro and Nano Sensors

- Hubert Brückl / Albert Treytl

### Department for Higher Education Research

- Mario Fuchs / Peter Prückl

### Department for Integrated Sensor Systems

- Hubert Brückl / Albert Treytl

### Center for Micro and Nano Sensors

- Hubert Brückl / Albert Treytl

### Department for Arts and Cultural Studies

- Eva Maria Stöckler / Andrea Auer, Sandra Gans

### Department for Building and Environment

- Christian Hauser / Helmut Floegl / Rupert Ledl

### Center for Climate Engineering

- Daniel Tschirner

### Center for Architectural Heritage and Infrastructure

- Markus Strohmayer

### Center for Real Estate and Facility Management

- Helmut Freyß

### Department for Construction and Real Estate Industry

- Rupert Ledl

### Center for Environmental Sensitivity

- Siegfried Heger

### Center for Cultural Property Protection

- Christian Hans (interim) / Anna Maria Kaiser

### Department for Higher Education Research

- Mario Fuchs / Peter Prückl

### Department for Integrated Sensor Systems

- Hubert Brückl / Albert Treytl

### Center for Distributed Systems and Sensor Networks

- Albert Treytl

### Center for Modelling and Simulation

- Thomas Schreifl

### Center for Water and Environmental Sensors

- Martin Brandl

### Department for Arts and Cultural Studies

- Eva Maria Stöckler / Andrea Auer, Sandra Gans

### Department for E-Governance

- Walter Seböck
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